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Spectral Characteristics of the
Double-Loop Sigma–Delta Modulator

Mariam Motamed, Avideh Zakhor, Seth Sanders, and Te-Won Lee

Abstract—An important factor affecting the performance of ��
modulators is their tone behavior. A recent approach to alleviate the tone
problem consists of moving the open-loop poles outside the unit circle. In
this paper, we determine the frequency location of two dominant tones
as a function of pole-location, and discuss the effect of pole location on
the relative amplitude of low-frequency tones. Audio testing along with a
series of simulations are then performed to compare the efficacy of pole
placement with that of the more traditional tone removal technique of
dithering.

Index Terms—Double loop sigma delta modulator, tone behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sigma–delta(��) modulators are becoming increasingly impor-
tant in data conversion applications. An important factor limiting the
performance of�� modulators is their tone behavior [1], [2]. The
traditional tone removal technique consists of using additive dither
signals to randomize the bit pattern at the output of�� modulators
[2]. A more recent approach to alleviate the tone problem is to design
�� modulators with open-loop poles outside the unit circle [3]–[5].

In this paper, we consider the tonal properties of the double-loop
�� modulator with unstable filter dynamics,1 and compare them
to those of the dithered double-loop�� modulator. Audio testing
has also been performed in order to evaluate audible distortion as
a function of tone amplitude. The paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we obtain an estimate of the average value of the
output bit sequence as a function of the system parameters. In Section
III, we determine the frequency location of two dominant spectral
components as a function of pole location, and show via simulations
that pole values slightly outside the unit circle are more advantageous
in suppressing low-frequency tones than large poles outside the unit
circle. In Section IV, we present the results of our audio testing, along
with a comparison between the dithered modulator and the modulator
with open-loop poles outside the unit circle. In all that follows, our
analysis and simulations assume constant encoder input.

II. OUTPUT SAMPLE MEAN

Consider the double-loop�� modulator shown in Fig. 1, where
p1 andp2 are the integrator poles,Q(�) is a 1-bit quantizer, signals
u(�) andv(�) denote the states of the integrators,X is the dc input,
andy(�) is the output sequence. Throughout this section and Section
III, we assume that signald(�) in Fig. 1 is identically zero. Let�(�)
denote the quantization error sequence�(n) = y(n)� u(n): TheZ
transform ofy(�); Y (z) can be written in terms of theZ transforms
of X; X(z); and �(�); "(z) as follows:

Y (z) = G1(z)X(z)+G2(z)"(z) (1)
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1We refer to�� modulators with one or more open-loop poles outside the

unit circle as having unstable filter dynamics. Ideal�� modulators refer to
modulators with open-loop poles on the unit circle.

where G1 corresponds to the signal transfer functionG1(z) =

z�1=[1+(�p1�p2+2)z�1+(p1p2�p1)z
�2
]; andG2 corresponds

to the quantization noise transfer functionG2(z) = [(1�p1z
�1

)(1�

p2z
�1

)]=[1+ (�p1� p2+2)z�1+(p1p2� p1)z
�2

]: Evaluating (1)
at dc yieldsY (1) = G1(1)X(1) + G2(1)"(1): Using Taylor series
expansion and neglecting second and higher order terms, we obtain
simplified expressions forG1(1) andG2(1) for the case when both
poles are near 1:

G1(1) � p1 and G2(1) � 0: (2)

Thus, for real pole values close to 1,Y (1) � p1X(1): This
approximation is used in Section III-B to evaluate the sample mean,
m̂y, of the output bit sequence,̂my

�

= (1=N) �
N�1
n=0 y(n) =

(1=N)Y (1):

III. SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

In this section, we consider the spectral characteristics of the
double-loop modulator for two cases. We begin in Section III-A by
considering the case wherep2 is fixed on the unit circle whilep1 is
allowed to move outside the unit circle.2 We consider the case where
both poles are outside the unit circle in Section III-B.

A. Case 1:p1> 1 andp2 = 1

Assume that the output bit sequencey(�) is a periodic sequence
with periodN: Let N1 andN2 denote the number of+1’s and�1’s,
respectively, inN; such thatN = N1+N2 andm̂y

�
= (1=N)(N1�

N2): Solving forN1 andN2 as a function ofN andm̂y yields

N1 =
1

2
N(1 + m̂y) N1 2 N

+

N2 =
1

2
N(1� m̂y) N2 2 N

+ (3)

whereN+ denotes the set of positive integers, andN is any integer
that yields integer values for bothN1 andN2: Sincep2 = 1 and
G2(1) = 0; the expression for̂my used to evaluateN1 andN2 in
(3) is m̂y = G1(1)X:

If the output sequencey(�) is periodic with periodN; thenN must
satisfy the equalities in (3) in the sense that the resultingN1 andN2 as
computed in (3) are integers. While the above results do not address
the existence of limit cycles, they provide the period of candidate limit
cycles to within an integer multiple. Equivalently, they provide the
location of possible spectral peaks in the output periodogram. As an
example, consider the double-loop modulator with dc inputX = 0:5;

and pole valuesp1 = 1:02 andp2 = 1: The smallest integerN that
satisfies (3) isN = 49; with resulting(N1; N2) = (37; 12): It is
easy to show via simulations that for the above dc input and pole loca-
tion and initial conditions[u(0); v(0)] = (0; 0); the spacing between
spectral peaks in the output periodogram indicates periodic behavior
with period2 � 49. Initial conditions[u(0); v(0)] = (2; 5) result in
spectral peaks corresponding to periodic behavior with period 49.

B. Case 2:p1> 1 andp2> 1

For the case where bothp1 and p2 are outside the unit circle
but close to 1, approximations for the period and the number of
+1’s and �1’s to within an integer multiple of possible unstable

2Our simulations indicate that fixingp1 on the unit circle and movingp2
outside the unit circle results in a worse tone behavior than fixingp2 on the
unit circle and allowingp1 to move outside the unit circle. Referring to Fig. 1,
we note thatp2 only affects state variableu(n); while p1 affects both state
variables. Thus, intuitively, keepingp1 farther away from the unit circle is
more effective in randomizing state-space trajectories.
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Fig. 1. The double-loop�� modulator.

limit cycles are given by an equation similar to (3) in Section III-A.
In this case, however,N1 and N2 in (3) are evaluated by using
the approximationm̂y � p1X: We refer to (3) which uses the
approximationm̂y � p1X as approximation (3). In the remainder
of this subsection, we consider the location of dominant frequency
peaks, and relate them to approximation (3).

Extensive simulations of the output periodogram indicate the
existence of a high-frequency peak atfh and a lower frequency peak
at fb:

fh � (1� p1X)fs=2 (4)

and

fb � p1Xfs: (5)

Furthermore, our simulations indicate that for pole locations close
to but outside the unit circle and dc inputs near zero, the spectrum
will not exhibit tones at frequency locations belowfb or abovefh.3

Specifically, we found that inputs less than or equal to 0.031 (0.05)
result in spectra whose lowest (highest) frequency peaks are located
at fb(fh):

In what follows, we present plausibility arguments justifying the
above expressions for the predominant spectral peaks.4 We begin by
considering a bit pattern with length 20 and average value zero. For
this average value, the bit patternb1(�) that yields the highest possible
frequency components consists of alternating+1’s and�1’s, and is
shown in Fig. 2(a). Now, if the average value is moved slightly away
from zero, to 1/10, the minimum length sequence with average value
1/10 has 11+1’s and 9�1’s, i.e.,N = 20; N1 = 11; andN2 = 9:

One way to obtain this sequence is by shifting one of the�1 bits
in b1(�) to +1; as shown in Fig. 2(b). However, our simulations
and experiments suggest that the predominant output pattern is one
that results in the highest frequency components. This pattern is
obtained by interweaving the+1’s and �1’s in the bit pattern in
such a way that they are evenly distributed among each other, thus
resulting in high-frequency tone components. An example of such
a bit patternb3(�) is shown in Fig. 2(c). There are two more+1’s
than�1’s in patternb3(�): To accommodate these two extra+1’s,
we distribute them evenly over the duration of the bit pattern: one
extra+1 occurs right at the beginning, and the other one occurs in
the middle of the sequence. Each of these extra+1’s is said to result
in “bit shifting.” More generally, since we have to accommodate
(N1 �N2) extra+1’s among a total ofN bits, we are likely to get
a “pseudoperiodic” sequence with “period”N=(N1 �N2); resulting
in a tone at[(N1 �N2)=N ]fs; as shown in (5). As an example, bit
patternb3(�) looks periodic with periodN=(N1�N2) = 10; and has
a spectral component atfb = fs=10:

3We note that this behavior does not hold when the open-loop poles are on
or inside the unit circle [7].

4Similar arguments are presented in [6] for the modulator with both poles
on the unit circle.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. (a) Patternb1(�) with average value 0. (b) Patternb2(�) with average
value 0.1. (c) Patternb3(�) with average value 0.1, and evenly distributed+1’s
and�1’s. (d) Patternb3(�); b4(n) = b1(n) � b3(n):

Another consequence of the above bit shifting is that the tone at
fs=2; present in the spectrum ofb1(�); moves to a new frequency
location. Note thatb3(�) is obtained by multiplyingb1(�) with the
sequenceb4(�); shown in Fig. 2(d), which contains a strong frequency
component at[(N1 � N2)=2N ]fs: In the frequency domain, the
spectrum ofb1(�) is convolved with the spectrum ofb4(�), resulting in
the tone atfs=2 getting modulated by the tone at[(N1�N2)=2N ]fs
to fh = [1 � (N1 � N2)=N ](fs=2):

Consider the double-loop modulator with dc inputX = 0:198 and
poles(p1; p2) = (1:01; 1:03): The smallest integerN that satisfies
approximation (3) isN = 5; so that(N1; N2) = (3; 2); and the
resulting minimum length patternb that yields the highest possible
frequency components isb = (1; �1; 1; �1; 1): Fig. 3(a) shows
the output bit sequence for 120 time steps. The regions separated
by vertical dashed lines and labeled 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 3(a) contain
portions of the output bit sequence that coincide with patternb: More
generally, the percentage of occurrence of patternb in the output
bit stream is approximately 65%. The dominance of patternb in
the output bit stream is best illustrated by considering the output
periodogram. Fig. 3(b) shows the output periodogram obtained by av-
eraging over 20 discrete Fourier transforms (DFT), each 60 000 points
long. The output periodogram contains dominant tones atfb =

1

5
fs

andfh = 2

5
fs; denoted by� and� in Fig. 3(b), respectively. These

tones are in agreement with the dominant frequencies of patternb:

C. General Trends

In this section, we show via simulations that poles slightly outside
the unit circle are more advantageous in both suppressinglow-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. X = 0:198; (p1; p2) = (1:01; 1:03): (a) Output bit sequence
(time domain). (b) Output periodogram;�: frequency locationfb; �:
frequency locationfh:

Fig. 4. Relative amplitude of the tone atfb as a function of open-loop poles,
p = p1 = p2: -: X = 0:0078; - - -: X = 0:004; � � � : X = 0:0019; -.-.:
X = 0:0011:

frequency tones and maintaining SNR than large pole values outside
the unit circle. As pole moduli outside the unit circle are moved
toward the unit circle, the noise-shaping properties are improved,
thus reducing the level of low-frequency peaks. Fig. 4 shows the
relative amplitude of the tone atfb as a function of pole location
p = p1 = p2 for dc input valuesX = 0:0011; 0.0019, 0.004, and
0.0078. These values are chosen to be the largest dc inputs for which
frequency locationfb occurs at the edge of the baseband for the OSR
of 512, 256, 128, and 64, respectively. Note that, from (5),fb falls
in the signal baseband for dc values,X � 1=2p1 OSR, where the
signal baseband is defined asB = fs=2OSR.

For X = 0:0011; 0.0019, and 0.004 in Fig. 4, the amplitude of
the tone atfb initially increases asp is increased from 1.005 to 1.05,
and then decreases asp is further increased beyond 1.05. On the
other hand, the allowable input dynamic range and SNR are reduced
monotonically asp increases from 1.005 to 1.08. For instance, for

pole values greater than 1.08, the maximum allowable input that
results in bounded internal behavior is less thanX = 0:2 [5].

Since, for the OSR of 256,X = 0:0019 is the largest dc input
for which fb falls into the baseband, and since, from Section III-B,
for all X � 0:0019 fb is the location of the lowest frequency tone,
the shape of the curves in Fig. 4 suggests that at the OSR of 256,
the “best” choice for pole values is around 1.005. However, from
Fig. 4, p1 = p2 = 1:005 is not a good choice when the OSR is
64. Indeed, as observed by Dunn and Sandler [8], one might have to
choose much larger pole values such as 1.08 in order to reduce the
level of baseband tones. Such large values of poles also result in a
significant drop in SNR [5], [8].

IV. PERFORMANCE OFDITHERING VERSUSPOLE PLACEMENT

Dithering is commonly used to improve the subjective quality of
quantized signals [2]. Since in Section III-C we concluded that for
large OSR’s such as 256, poles slightly outside the unit circle, e.g.,
p1 = p2 = 1:005; perform “best” in terms of low-frequency tone
removal and SNR, in this section, we compare the performance of the
above pole placement technique with that of dithering5 for the OSR
of 256. In comparing these two approaches, we will consider both
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and low-frequency tone behavior.

We consider two commonly used dither characteristics, namely, 1-
and 8-bit quantized random dither signals, each with peak-to-peak
amplitudes of 1 and uniform probability distribution functions. The
level of baseband tones that results in an audible distortion is assessed
via experiments done on a Crystal Semiconductors evaluation board,
CS4303, along with a set of speakers with bandwidth up to 15 kHz
and a wide-band spectrum analyzer. Our experiments indicate that
output periodograms containing baseband tones that are 4 dB above
the noise floor6 result inaudible tones, while those containing tones
below 4 dB are not discernible.

Based on our results in Section III-C, dc inputs belowX =

1:9 � 10�3 may result in baseband tones at frequency locations less
than or equal tofb = p1Xfs for an OSR of 256. Furthermore,
the double-loop�� modulator with an OSR of 256 approximately
yields 16 bits of resolution [9]. Thus, the smallest dc input that
can be differentiated from zero input is approximately1:6 � 10�5:

Consequently, we evaluate tonal behavior for inputs in the range
R1 = [1:6 � 10�5; 1:9 � 10�3]: For the sake of completeness, we
also show results for larger inputs in the rangeR2 = [0:1; 0:8]:

Fig. 5 shows PSNR values and baseband tonal content7 for four
classes of modulators and 20 dc input values in the rangeR1 =

[1:6 � 10�5; 1:9 � 10�3] and R2 = [0:1; 0:8]: As seen, the
performance of the modulator with unstable filter dynamics with poles
at (p1; p2) = (1:005;1:005) is comparable to that of additive 8-bit
dither, both in terms of PSNR performance and in terms of tonal
content. Here, our dither results are comparable to those obtained
in [8]. Even though the unstable modulator’s tones are up to 1 dB
above noise floor for certain dc inputs, in practice, these tones are
not audible since they are still below 4 dB.

Throughout this paper, we have emphasized the casep1 = p2
over p1 6= p2: An interesting question is whether there are other

5In all that follows, the double-loop modulator with open-loop poles outside
the unit circle corresponds to the block diagram shown in Fig. 1 where signal
d(�) is identically zero, while the dithered double-loop modulator corresponds
to the block diagram shown in Fig. 1 withp1 = p2 = 1 and d(�) a given
dither signal.

6In all that follows, the noise floor refers to the flat portion of the
periodogram.

7Each PSNR value is obtained by averaging over 20 estimates of the SNR
using sinusoidal inputs with frequency at half the baseband. The tone behavior
is assessed by averaging over 20 DFT’s, each 65 536 points long, of the output
bit stream after an initial transient.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Baseband tonal content and PSNR values for various dc input values, pole locations, and additive dither signals.

combinations ofp1 and p2 besidesp1 = p2 = 1:005 that result in
superior PSNR and tone performance. One possibility is to keepp2

close to but outside the unit circle in order to preserve the PSNR
advantage, e.g.,p2 = 1:005; and movep1 further away from the unit
circle to preserve the randomness in state space trajectories,8 e.g.,
p1 = 1:02: However, Fig. 5 clearly shows thatp1 = p2 = 1:005

outperforms(p1; p2) = (1:02; 1:005) in both PSNR and tonal
characteristics. In fact, the PSNR performance of the modulator with
(p1; p2) = (1:02; 1:005) is comparable to that of the modulator
with additive 1-bit dither, while its tonal behavior is slightly worse.
Specifically, the modulator with 1-bit dither has no audible tones,
while the modulator with(p1; p2) = (1:02; 1:005) has an audible
tone for the dc input ofX = 0:0015:

In terms of hardware implementation for A/D conversion applica-
tions, extra analog hardware is needed to implement a random noise
source for the dithered modulator. Pole placement outside the unit
circle, however, may be achieved by either appropriately designing
capacitor ratios in the integrators or by applying positive feedback in
the operational amplifiers [10]. The complexity in generating random
dither signals for A/D applications may be reduced by quantizing
the dither signal to 1 bit [8]. However, this results in a large loss
in SNR performance. As seen from Fig. 5, the modulator with 1-bit
additive dither results in 6 and 4 dB lower PSNR than modulators
with p1 = p2 = 1:005 and 8-bit additive dither, respectively. Thus,
for large OSR’s, the�� modulator with poles slightly outside the
unit circle is an attractive alternative to the dithered modulator when
hardware complexity is desired to be minimal.

8As mentioned in Section III, this results in a better tone behavior than
keepingp1 close to the unit circle and movingp2 further out.
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